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DISCLOSURE

Dr. Saltzman is a simple, country geriatrician in his own world
NATURAL TRANSITIONS

THE PATHS OF LEAST RESISTANCE
(WHY THE CONTINUUM NEEDS ATTENTION)

IT IS SO MUCH EASIER TO:
1. ORDER A TEST
2. TREAT THE RESULT AND NOT THE PATIENT
3. SEND A PATIENT TO THE EMERGENCY ROOM
4. ADMIT A PATIENT FROM THE EMERGENCY ROOM
5. NOT TALK WITH PATIENTS AND FAMILIES
6. WRITE A BRIEF DISCHARGE SUMMARY
7. MAINTAIN THE STATUS QUO ON MEDICATIONS
8. ASSUME OUR COLLEAGUES WILL UNDERSTAND (EVERYTHING)
9. NOT CONSIDER PALLIATIVE AND HOSPICE CARE
10. CONTINUE CARE WITHIN SILOS

THE ART OF MEDICINE

DO UNTO OTHERS
AS YOU WOULD HAVE OTHERS
DO UNTO YOUR GRANDMOTHER
--GERIATRIC GOLDEN RULE

DO THE RIGHT THING.
IT WILL GRATIFY SOME PEOPLE
AND ASTONISH THE REST.
--MARK TWAIN
OBJECTIVES

1. **UNDERSTAND HOW THE HEALTHCARE SYSTEM HAS EVOLVED TO MANDATE HIGH-VALUE, QUALITY, AND PATIENT-CENTERED CARE.**

2. **APPRECIATE THE IMPORTANCE OF COMMUNICATION AND EDUCATION WITH PATIENTS/FAMILIES/COLLEAGUES AS PATIENTS TRANSITION THROUGH THE CONTINUUM.**

3. **APPRECIATE THE ROLE OF POST-ACUTE CARE WITHIN THE CONTINUUM OF CARE (IE. ITS NOT ALL ABOUT THE HOSPITAL).**

AGING AND SURVIVAL

QUALITY VS QUANTITY
**A 30+ Year Old Theory**  
(That helped create the standard today)

*AGING, NATURAL DEATH, AND THE COMPRESSION OF MORBIDITY (1980)*  
—DR. JAMES F. FRIES

"SPECULATION ABOUT IMMORTALITY IS ROOTED IN ANTIQUITY AND HUMAN HOPE … DISABILITY AND LOWERED QUALITY OF LIFE DUE TO THE MOST PREVALENT CHRONIC DISEASES AND INDEED NO ONE WOULD VOLUNTARILY ACCEPT DEATH BY TECHNICAL MEANS. MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY APPLIED AT THE END OF A NATURAL LIFE SPAN EXTENDS THE AGE AT WHICH HUMANS MANIFEST THE ABILITIES THEY HAVE DEVELOPED OVER MILLIONS OF YEARS AND CHANGES THE MEANS OF DEATH ITSELF."  

**Age: Predictor of Healthcare Costs**

**Age: A Predictor of Disposition**
UTILIZATION OF RESOURCES
COMPLEX CARE PATIENTS

THE REMEDIATION OF HEALTHCARE FROM THE COST PERSPECTIVE

- ACUTE CARE SERVICES
  - REDUCE LENGTH OF STAY
  - REDUCE READMISSIONS

- NON-ACUTE CARE SERVICES
  - IMPROVE SHORT-TERM CARE SERVICES
  - IMPROVE LONG-TERM CARE SERVICES
  - IMPROVE HOME CARE SERVICES

30-DAY READMISSION COSTS, 2011

- $41.3 BILLION FOR HOSPITAL PATIENT-CARE COSTS
- 1.8 MILLION MEDICARE PATIENTS COST $24 BILLION
- CHF, 1.3 MILLION PATIENTS, $1.7 BILLION
- PSYCHIATRIC ILLNESSES, $588 MILLION
- CHEMOTHERAPY COMPLICATIONS, $400 MILLION

PAYORS: THE FAILURE IN CARE COORDINATION ACROSS THE HEALTH CARE CONTINUUM TENDS TO BE A SIGNIFICANT FACTOR IN HOSPITAL READMISSIONS.
READMISSIONS (10/1-12/31/2003)

MEDICARE CLAIMS DATA: >11M PATIENTS
- 19.6% 30-DAY, READMISSION RATE
- 34% 90-DAY, READMISSION RATE
- ~50% HAD NO OUTPATIENT FOLLOW-UP
- CHF, COPD, PNA, PSYCHOSES, JOINT REPLACEMENT, HIP FRACTURE
- DRG, LOS, #HOSPITALIZATIONS, POST-HOSPITAL FOLLOW UP—MAJOR INDICATORS

FROM A SYSTEM PERSPECTIVE, A SAFE TRANSITION FROM A HOSPITAL TO THE COMMUNITY OR A NURSING HOME REQUIRED CARE THAT CENTERS ON THE PATIENT AND TRANSCENDS ORGANIZATIONAL BOUNDARIES.

Jenks, et al., NEJM, 2009

PATIENT RETENTION ON RE-ADMISSION

Percent of 30-Day Readmissions Returning to Same Facility

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>85%</th>
<th>85%</th>
<th>85%</th>
<th>85%</th>
<th>37%</th>
<th>85%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heart Failure</td>
<td>COPD</td>
<td>AMI</td>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>Asthma</td>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>All Targeted Conditions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pittsburgh Regional Health Initiatives, 2010

TRANSITIONS TO THE ER FROM LTC

- Older NH residents accounted for 3857 of 208,956 ED visits
- 63.5% did not lead to hospital admission
- Of those discharged from the ER, 54.8% had normal vital signs on presentation and 18.9% did not have any diagnostic testing before ED discharge.
- Injuries were 1.78 times more likely to be discharged than admitted
- Infections were 2.06 times as likely to be admitted as discharged
- Computed tomography (CT) scans were performed in 25.6% and 30.1% of older NH residents who were discharged from the ED and admitted to the hospital, respectively (70% of these were CTS of the head)
- NH residents received centrally acting, sedating medications before ED discharge in 9.4% of visits

Burke, et al., JAMDA, 2015
THE LACK OF MEDICATION RECONCILIATION

- Approximately 1.5 million preventable adverse drug events (ADEs) occur annually as a result of medication errors, at a cost of more than $3 billion per year.
- Approximately half of all hospital-related medication errors and 20% of all ADEs have been attributed to poor communication at the transitions and interfaces of care.
- The average hospitalized patient is subject to at least one medication error per day.
- ADEs account for 2.5% of estimated emergency department visits for all unintentional injuries and 6.7% of those leading to hospitalization.
- The occurrence of unintended medication discrepancies at the time of hospital admission ranges from 30% to 70%, as reported in two literature reviews.

SKILLED NURSING FRONT LINE PERSPECTIVES

Measures for safe hospital transitions to the SNF

27 nurses participated in the study.

- Hospitals need to communicate medical information at least 24 hours before SNF admission to ensure needed medications and special equipment are available.
- Changes to the plan also need to be communicated immediately after the change is made.
- Immediate access to a prescribing provider with up-to-date knowledge of the individual as the individual is admitted to the SNF.
- More focused, standardized, complete communication of medical information.

Unavoidable and Potentially Avoidable Hospitalizations, 2005
INSTITUTE OF HEALTHCARE IMPROVEMENT
ELIMINATING WASTE IN U.S. HEALTHCARE
- OVERTREATMENT
- FAILURES OF CARE DELIVERY
- FAILURES OF CARE COORDINATION
- ADMINISTRATIVE COMPLEXITY
- PRICING FAILURES
- FRAUD AND ABUSE

HEALTHCARE IMPROVEMENT

HEALTHCARE IMPROVEMENT EQUATION

VALUE = \frac{QUALITY (OUTCOMES)}{COST}
**Population Health**

- **TRIPLE AIM**
- Patient-centered care
- Patient-centered medical home
- Care managers
- Behavioral health

**Accountable Care Organization (ACO)**

- Groups of doctors, hospitals, and other health care providers, who come together voluntarily to give coordinated high quality care to their Medicare patients.
- The goal of coordinated care is to ensure that patients, especially the chronically ill, get the right care at the right time, while avoiding unnecessary duplication of services and preventing medical errors.
- When an ACO succeeds both in delivering high-quality care and spending health care dollars more wisely, it will share in the savings it achieves for the Medicare program.

**IMPACT Act, 2014**

Improving Medicare Post-Acute Care Transformation

- Population Health to the post-acute arena
  - National Quality Strategy
    - Better care, better outcomes, lower costs
  - CMS Quality Strategy Goals
    - Addressing high rates of preventable hospitalizations, reducing patient harm, and improving the quality and affordability of care
    - Standardization of data across domains
  - **Data Domains to Standardize**
    - Readmissions
    - Hospital-acquired conditions
    - Medication reconciliation
    - Hospital-acquired infections
    - Transitions of information in transitions
    - Utilization
    - Discharge to the community
    - Preventing hospital readmissions
IMPACT ACT
Discharge Planning

- Develop a discharge plan within 24 hours of admission and complete the plan prior to discharge
  - Discharge instructions to patients
  - Have a medication reconciliation process
  - Send specific information to a receiving facility
  - Establish a post-discharge follow up process

... A Hip Fracture Patient
In the Healthcare Continuum

- 89 year old man presents to skilled nursing after a mechanical fall S/P femur fracture repair
- Pale, thin, deconditioned, fairly cognitively intact
- Orthostatic at baseline
- S/P BV pacemaker for cardiomyopathy
- COPD, CKD, osteoarthritis
- Weight loss, anorexia, lightheadedness, nausea at baseline
- Amiodarone, digoxin, warfarin, diuretic
- Wife with cognitive impairment, both are limited to the home setting with support from family

DEFINITIONS

- Transitions of Care (TOC)
  - The movement patients make between health care practitioners and settings as their condition and care needs change during the course of a chronic or acute illness
- Continuum of Care
  - The collection of health care settings taken as a whole
- Disposition Level
  - A care management term for a setting of post-acute care or non-acute care
- Post-acute Care (PAC)
  - The disposition levels taken as a whole [long-term acute care (LTAC), acute rehabilitation (ARF), skilled nursing (SNF), home with nursing (VNA)]
**AGE > 65 TRANSITIONING WITHIN THE CONTINUUM OF CARE**

WHERE ARE OUR PATIENTS/YEAR?

- HOSPITAL
- CLINIC/ER
- EVERYWHERE ELSE
  - Skilled Nursing Facility (SNF)
  - Home Health Care (HHC)
  - Long Term Acute Care (LTAC)
  - Home with Survival (HWS)

**LHMC: WHAT COMPOSES “EVERYWHERE ELSE”? (2012)**

*POST ACUTE CARE*

LTAC (1%)
- ARF (3%)
- SNF (11%)
- VNA (26%)
- Home w/ Self Care (59%)

For 29,347 discharges

**The Assisted Living Facility**

- Sparta: Resident Level of Need
  - High
  - Low
- Service Intensity
  - Low
  - High
  - Skilled Living
  - Assisted Living
  - Independent Living
  - Total assistance
  - Total assistance
  - Total assistance

Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (12/12)
MODELS OF TRANSITIONAL CARE

THE "COLEMAN" MODEL

- Transitions Coach
- Medication self-management
- The personal health record
- Timely primary care/specialty care follow up
- Knowledge of red flags that indicate a worsening in condition and how to respond

CARE TRANSITIONS MODEL

OUTCOMES—750 RANDOMIZED PARTICIPANTS

- 65 years or older
- Nonpsychiatric condition
- Be community dwelling
- Reside locally to the hospital (for ease of home visits)
- Have a working telephone
- Be English speaking
- No history of dementia
- Have no plans to enter hospice
- Have specific medical conditions

Coleman, et. al., Arch Intern Med. 2006
**BETTER OUTCOMES FOR OLDER ADULTS THROUGH SAFE TRANSITIONS (BOOST)**

**Society of Hospital Medicine (SHM) Vision:**
- Identify patients at high risk of readmission and target specific interventions to mitigate potential adverse events
- Reduce 30-day readmission rates
- Improve patient satisfaction scores and H-CAMPS scores related to discharge
- Improve flow of information between hospital and outpatient physicians and providers
- Improve communication between providers and patients
- Optimize discharge processes

**BOOST Pilot at Lahey Hospital (2014)**
- Two dedicated wards, patients age > 65 who satisfied specific high risk criteria
- Dedicated hospitalist, nurse educator, case manager, and nursing team
- Reduced 7-day readmissions by 30%
- Increased patient satisfaction by 49%
- Improved team cohesiveness (subjective) including primary provider
- No effect on 30-day readmission rates and was not continued

**Project RED (Re-engineered Discharge)**
- Language assistance
- Follow-up appointments and testing needs
- Follow-up from testing while in the hospital
- Outpatient services/equipment needs
- Correct medications and compliance
- Discharge plans and national guidelines
- Patient understanding of the discharge plan
- Educate the patient about the diagnosis
- Assess patient understanding
- Review how to manage a problem
- Expedite information to other providers
- Provide telephone support for discharge plan
Project RED (Re-Engineered Discharge)
California Hospitals, 2013/2014

- Bakersfield Memorial: 30-day readmission reduction for Medicare patients, 11.3% from 25%, all-payer 30-day readmission reduced to 6.5 percent from an average of 7.3 percent.
- St. Mary's Medical Center: Focus on heart failure patients saw readmissions reduced to 7.7% from 22.2%, reducing all-cause readmissions to 5.7%.

Project RED in Skilled Nursing Facilities

- Goal: To increase patient preparedness for care transitions and lower hospitalization rates in the 30 days after discharge from the SNF facility.
- 100 patients after initiation
- Hospitalization rates decreased to 10.2% from 18.9%
- Increased in patient satisfaction and preparedness for transition to home
- Outpatient follow-up increased from 50.2% to 70.2%

National Transitions of Care Coalition (NTOCC)

I. Structure:
- Patients should have an accountable provider or a team of providers during all points of transition. The provider(s) would provide patient-centered care and serve as central coordinator(s) across all settings, and with other providers.
- The patient should have an up-to-date proactive care plan that would take into consideration the patient’s and family’s preferences and would be culturally appropriate. This care plan should be available to all providers involved in the care of the individual.
- Use of an electronic health information technology and integrated system that would be interoperable and available to both patients and providers.

NTOCC Measures Work Group, 2008
NATIONAL TRANSITIONS OF CARE COALITION (NTOCC)

II. PROCESSES:
A. CARE TEAM PROCESSES:
- CARE PLANNING (INCLUDING ADVANCE DIRECTIVES)
- MEDICATION RECONCILIATION (THIS PROCESS INCLUDES PATIENT AND FAMILY)
- TEST TRACKING (LABORATORY, RADIOLOGY, AND OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES)
- TRACKING OF REFERRALS TO OTHER PROVIDERS OR SETTINGS OF CARE
- ADMISSION AND DISCHARGE PLANNING
- FOLLOW-UP APPOINTMENT TRACKING
- END-OF-LIFE DECISION MAKING

B. INFORMATION TRANSFER/COMMUNICATION BETWEEN CARE SETTINGS:
- TIMELINESS, COMPLETENESS, AND ACCURACY OF TRANSFERRED INFORMATION
- PROTOCOL OF SHARED ACCOUNTABILITY IN EFFECTIVE TRANSFER OF INFORMATION

C. PATIENT AND FAMILY EDUCATION AND ENGAGEMENT:
- PATIENT AND FAMILY PREPARATION FOR TRANSFER
- PATIENT AND FAMILY EDUCATION FOR SELF-CARE MANAGEMENT (E.G., THE NTOCC TOOLS "MY MEDICINE LIST" AND "TAKING CARE OF MY HEALTH")
- PATIENT AND FAMILIES AGREEMENT WITH THE CARE TRANSITION (ACTIVE PARTICIPATION IN MAKING INFORMED DECISIONS)

NTOCC Measures Work Group, 2008

III. OUTCOMES:
- PATIENT AND/OR FAMILY’S EXPERIENCE AND SATISFACTION WITH CARE RECEIVED.
- PROVIDER’S EXPERIENCE AND SATISFACTION WITH THE QUALITY OF INTERACTION AND COLLABORATION AMONG PROVIDERS INVOLVED IN CARE TRANSITIONS.
- HEALTH CARE UTILIZATION AND COSTS (E.G., READMISSIONS, ETC.).
- HEALTH OUTCOMES CONSISTENT WITH PATIENT’S WISHES (E.G., FUNCTIONAL STATUS, CLINICAL STATUS, MEDICAL ERRORS, AND CONTINUITY OF CARE).

NTOCC Measures Work Group, 2008

AMERICAN MEDICAL DIRECTOR ASSOCIATION

TRANSITIONS OF CARE IN THE LONG-TERM CARE CONTINUUM—CLINICAL PRACTICE GUIDELINES (CPG)
- STEPS TO MAKE TRANSITIONS
- COMMUNICATION WITH THE TEAM, WARM HAND-OFFS, PALLIATIVE CARE DECISIONS, VENOUS ACCESS PLACEMENT, AND RATIONALE AND APPROPRIATENESS OF MEDICATIONS, APPROPRIATE ACCOUNTABILITY AND RESPONSIBILITY AT ALL TRANSITION STEPS, MONITOR PERFORMANCE WITH FRACTILE MEASURES WITH CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT AND CQI
- PLANNED/UNPLANNED TRANSITIONS
- ACCESS AND USE IS FREE
- HTTP://WWW.AMDA.COM/TOOLS/CLINICAL/TOCCPG.PDF
- OTHER CPGS (IE. ACUTE, CHRONIC, ACUTE+CHRONIC, ETC.)
- KNOW-IT-ALL SERIES
- CHECKLISTS (RESIDENT/FAMILY, SNF TO HOME, AMA)
INTERACT
INTERVENTIONS TO REDUCE ACUTE CARE TRANSITIONS

- Based on the Affordable Care Act (ACA) requirement to generate quality-assurance and performance-improvement programs
- Reducing potentially avoidable hospitalizations of NH residents presents an opportunity to both improve care quality and avoid unnecessary health care expenditures.
- The tools included evidence-based practices and practice guidelines, and were designed to be simple and feasible to implement in everyday practice in NH.

Strategies and Tools:
- Organizational and Leadership Commitment
- Communication Strategies and Tools
- Care Paths
- Advance Care Planning Resources

Teena-Nelson, et. al., JAMDA, 2012

UTILIZATION OF INTERACT II
REDUCTION IN HOSPITALIZATION RATES—6 MONTH TRIAL

- 25 nursing facilities enrolled—total reduction 17%
- Engaged NHs had a 24% reduction representing a mean absolute reduction of 0.90 hospitalizations per 1,000 resident days.
- NHs that were not engaged had only a 6% reduction.

Ouslander, et. l., JAGS, 2011

- 25 nursing facilities enrolled—total reduction 17%
- Engaged NHs had a 24% reduction representing a mean absolute reduction of 0.90 hospitalizations per 1,000 resident days.
- NHs that were not engaged had only a 6% reduction.

INTERACT Tools

- 25 nursing facilities enrolled—total reduction 17%
- Engaged NHs had a 24% reduction representing a mean absolute reduction of 0.90 hospitalizations per 1,000 resident days.
- NHs that were not engaged had only a 6% reduction.
INTERACT Tools

AMERICAN MEDICAL DIRECTOR ASSOCIATION
UNIVERSAL TRANSFER FORM

TRUISMS TO REMEMBER

• Forms alone do not change process
• Paperwork is not communication
• Garbage-in is Garbage-out
  —Dr. James Lett
OUTCOME MEASURES
ASSESSING ANTIBIOTIC STEWARDSHIP

STUDY TO UNDERSTAND PROGNOSIS AND PREFERENCES FOR OUTCOMES AND RISKS OF TREATMENT (SUPPORT)

"...DOCUMENTED SHORTCOMINGS IN COMMUNICATION, FREQUENCY OF AGGRESSIVE TREATMENT, AND THE CHARACTERISTICS OF HOSPITAL DEATH"

- 47% of physicians knew when their patients preferred to avoid CPR
- 46% of Do-Not-Resuscitate (DNR) orders were written within two days of death
- 38% of patients who died spent at least 10 days in the ICU
- 50% of patients who died in the hospital reported moderated to severe pain at least half of the time

Journal of the American Geriatrics Society

PALLIATIVE CARE IN THE SKILLED NURSING FACILITY

PALLIATIVE CARE
- TO PROVIDE A BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF MEDICAL CARE CHOICES AND PATIENT GOALS IN TIMES OF SERIOUS ILLNESS, TO HELP TO RELIEVE SYMPTOMS, AND TO PROVIDE EMOTIONAL SUPPORT FOR THE PATIENT AND FAMILY.
- CENTER TO ADVANCE PALLIATIVE CARE (CAPC)
  - WWW.CAPC.ORG
- PALLIATIVE CARE LEADERSHIP CENTERS (PCLC)
  - INCREASE THE NUMBER OF QUALITY PALLIATIVE CARE PROGRAMS ACROSS THE UNITED STATES IN ORDER TO IMPROVE ACCESS FOR ALL PEOPLE FACING SERIOUS ILLNESS
  - FOSTER SUSTAINABILITY AND GROWTH THROUGH LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT, TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND THE USE OF STANDARDIZED MEASURES OF PROGRAM IMPACT
PHYSICIAN ORDERS FOR LIFE-SUSTAINING TREATMENT

ADVANCE CARE PLANNING (ACP)
AN OPPORTUNITY IN POST-ACUTE CARE
Houbin, K., et al. JAMDA, 2014
- 55 randomized controlled trials on the efficacy of ACP interventions in adult populations
- ACP can be effective in changing completion of advanced directives and occurrence of end of life discussions
- Improved concordance with patient’s preferences for end of life care and received end of life care
- Improved quality of discussions, but no effect on symptoms: anxiety, depression, well-being, health status or pain.

The post acute setting offers the ability to approach patients and their families, typically after a challenging hospitalization, to work through issues and consider options.

HIP FRACTURE PATIENT
THE UTILIZATION OF ALL TRANSITIONAL CARE RESOURCES
- 89 year old man presents to skilled nursing after a mechanical fall post femur fracture repair
- Unable to tolerate therapy, weakness progresses
- Delirium, Health Care Proxy activated
- Orthostasis, weight loss, anorexia, continue
- Amiodarone and digoxin discontinued after speaking with cardiology and reviewing history with primary MD
- Multiple discussions with family about goals and status
- Not readmitted to the hospital
- Discharged to home on hospice
SUMMARY

- Our healthcare system has evolved to where patient-centered, high quality care will be the rule rather than the exception.
- There are multiple programs to facilitate transitions of care, with the common themes of communication, consideration and education.
- Post-acute care has become a vital player in the continuum of care and will continue to be within the new value-based system.

THE TRUE HEALTHCARE EQUATION

\[ \text{VALUE} = \frac{\text{DRT}}{\text{TIME}_w} \]

FINAL THOUGHT

Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful and committed citizens can change the world. Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has.

--Margaret Mead